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other jurisdictions are grappling with the same
issues we see in SA
on a macro level there are challenges with
coverage, preservation, replacement ratios
there are parallel legal issues – eg fiduciary
duties and disclosure, implementing equality
legislation, employment transfers







IPEBLA is wider than pension law, it includes
other employment benefits
topics provide a birds-eye view into holistic
social protection structures and the different
legislative approaches adopted to achieve this
the format of the conference comprised only 3
plenary sessions, the remaining time allocated
to concurrent workshop seminars, with 4
options at any given time





there are some areas in which SA law seems
more developed, eg treatment of alternative
marriage systems – same sex, religious and
customary – for pension purposes
SA can benefit from the more detailed focus on
employment transfers in other jurisdictions –
consequences for pension interests

There is a major emphasis in foreign jurisdictions
on guarantee or defined benefit funds
did

the move in SA to defined contribution
schemes in the last few decades put us ahead of
the curve?
is

a DC structure more appropriate to economies
with greater fluidity of employment?







are other jurisdictions moving in the DC
direction?
how did SA end up with funding surpluses
where other jurisdictions are concerned with
deficit problems?
does it enhance or retard the goal of social
protection?

AN IRISH PERSPECTIVE
Civil

Partnership and Certain Rights &
Obligations of Cohabitants Act 2010
establishes

rights for same sex couples who
register their partnerships (‘civil partners’)
grants

recognition to co-habitees







provides for recognition of foreign registered
partnerships
includes rights to partner’s pension
entitlements
identified grey areas: prospective operation
only; position of children of such unions
uncertain; interaction with existing previous
marriages; can contractually ‘opt out’ of
legislative provisions

polygamous

marriages are not recognised

legislation

overrides provisions in pension
scheme, so not necessary to amend rules

UK AND EU PERSPECTIVE
Civil

Partnership Act 2004

Equal

Treatment Directive







place same sex partnerships on equivalent
footing to heterosexual marriages
registration requirements for recognition of
rights
polygamous marriages cannot be contracted in
the UK although such marriages are recognised
if competently concluded in foreign
jurisdictions

COMMENTS




the discussion raised the interesting issue of
conflict of laws – whether a same sex marriage
lawfully concluded in one jurisdiction would be
recognised for pension purposes in another
jurisdiction which did not recognise same sex
marriages. The same issue arises in respect of
polygamous marriages.
if a same sex or polygamous marriage was not
so recognised, the partner could still obtain
pension benefits by virtue of being in a non
legal partnership – eg financial dependency

A CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE







Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
Human Rights Code
Employment Standards Act 2000
Pension Benefits Act
Under the Charter and the Code the test is broadly
similar to our own Constitution – is there a
distinction on an enumerated ground, and if so, is
it justifiable?







under the employment standards legislation some
differentiation is permitted based on sex, marital
status and age
the charter is restricted to government action, so
would not be applicable to private funds
(McKinney v University of Guelph)
case law has dealt with challenges based on age
discrimination: mandatory retirement ages
acceptable if rationally connected to the
requirements of employment, (McKinney’s case,
Air Canada Pilots Association v Kelly, Espey v London
(City)) and sliding scale for surviving spouses’
benefits permissible based on age (Withler v
Canada AG)

AN IRISH PERSPECTIVE
in

any merger or acquisition it must be established
whether a pension arrangement is involved, as it
could impact on the future liabilities of the purchaser
regulatory

required

pension

or third party consents are not usually

due diligence to be performed – usually
more straightforward in a DC than DB scheme







pension warranties – the seller warrants (guarantees)
that the factual information is correct
should it subsequently be found to be incomplete
there will be a breach of warranty founding a damages
claim
typical pension warranties:








disclosure of all pension arrangements and documentation
payment of all contributions
funding warranty for DB schemes
approved by Revenue Commissioners for tax purposes
that no litigation is pending or imminent

an even stronger protection for the purchaser is an
indemnity – here the seller can be held liable even
though loss has not been shown





as in SA law must distinguish between a sale of
business (where assets change hands) and a
sale of shares (where shares change hands)
share sale:


the purchaser takes over all obligations of the target company
including pension liabilities



in a DB scheme it is important to establish whether it is under or
over funded as this would affect the value of the target company
and thus the share price



in a DC scheme the purchaser must confirm that all contributions
are current and that there was sufficient disclosure to members in
the event of a recent conversion from DB



business sale:


Protection of Employees on Transfer of Undertakings
Regs applies – similar in principle to s197 of our Labour
Relations Act



automatically transfers employment rights and
obligations to new employer



but pension rights are not fully protected (the ‘pension
exclusion’) and the purchaser (the new employer) is not
obliged to replicate retirement benefits under an
occupational scheme



case law has carved out from this exclusion a right to
equivalent early withdrawal benefits (Beckmann v
Dynamco)



the seller is not required to provide future service pension
benefits for transferred employees



However, the purchaser would have to weigh up a failure
to do so against the adverse implications for industrial
relations



the transfer of employees (active members) is usually
handled by way of a pension schedule to the sale
agreement



the schedule may provide for an interim participation by
the purchaser in the seller’s scheme



consideration must be given to adjustments for shortfalls
or overpayments where the trust deed (similar to the rules
of the scheme) differs from the provisions of the sale
agreement

A SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE


50% of the workforce in the non agricultural
sector is in the informal sector



contribution to GDP is significant



there is a need to extend coverage to this sector



identified challenges:



retirement age – is one necessary at all?



regularity of contributions



tax issues – registration of members? Tax on withdrawal?



withdrawal at any age for any reason?



abuse by persons employed in the formal sector (arbitrage)



regulator’s role?



government support until economies of scale are
established?

THE JAMAICAN EXPERIENCE
population

of 2.7 million

economic

activity initially centered on production
of sugar by slave labour
currently

one of the most indebted countries in
the world – gross debt is 140% of GDP
informal

sector is a large and growing proportion
of the economy (43% of GDP)



identified challenges in extending retirement
coverage to the informal sector:


most persons in the informal sector work past retirement
age



alternative community based models for provision for old
age exist – eg extended family obligations, ‘partner’
arrangements (similar to ‘stokvels’), expectation that
children will provide, investment in real estate



many Jamaicans are ‘unbanked’ (off the grid) and there is
a tremendous distrust of formal institutions



culture of ‘saving under the mattress’



tax legislation is a deterrent

Plenary 2: “Global Pension Plan Governance”
Increasingly, multinationals are examining different aspects of retirement plan
operations on a global basis. In addition to efficiencies from consolidation of
different administrative and investment functions, more multinationals are looking at
fiduciary risk considerations in the various countries in which they operate and how
to mitigate these risks. This plenary session will focus on the development of global
plan governance from the perspective of: (i) risk management and other underlying
reasons for the strategic decision by the multinational to establish global plan
governance processes; (ii) identifying core plan governance considerations and
best practices; and (iii) establishing global plan governance policies and
procedures.
Coordinator and Discussion Leader: Caroline Helbronner (Canada), Mark
Grant (UK), Susan Mangiero (USA), Angela Mazerolle Stephens (Canada) and
Howard Pianko (USA)

The Multinational and Global
Plan Governance: Compliance
and Risk Management
Mark Grant, CMS Cameron
McKenna LLP
IPEBLA: 29 May 2013

Roman Empire

British Empire

American
Empire

What some foreign companies
wish they had known about their
UK Pension Plan…

Each Plan is different

UK Pensions Regulator

Governance Lessons
• Do as the Romans
• Empires and complacency risk
• It will not be built in a day…

Global plan governance policies: benefit risk management by the multinational
company
Howard Pianko

THE GLOBAL PLAN GOVERNANCE POLICY
• Globally, subsidiaries (or joint ventures) of multinational companies maintain private
retirement plans (DB and/or DC) subject to different local laws.
• Potentially adverse legal and financial (as well as employee, public and shareholder
relations) risks relate to the operation of these plans.
• Global Plan Governance Policies set core principles with respect to local plan
governance and operation (e.g., “a governance structure will be established for each
local plan that will include the designation of a governing body responsible for
overseeing the operation of the plan in accordance with local law”).
• The process of maintaining a Global Plan Governance Policy serves to identify planrelated risks and to allocate responsibilities for managing these risks.

OBJECTIVES OF A GLOBAL PLAN GOVERNANCE POLICY
A principal objective of a Global Plan Governance Policy is global adherence to
core plan governance principles and processes to minimize plan-related risks.
Other objectives can be to:
• establish and maintain a centralized data base as to retirement plans maintained
worldwide;
• specify plan data to be provided by local entities to the parent company;
• identify retirement plan risk considerations in each local country and establish
processes for monitoring of such risks at the local and parent company levels;
• clearly delegate global retirement plan oversight and monitoring responsibilities
within the multinational; and
• possibly centralize other plan-related functions (e.g., plan asset data reporting,
asset commingling for investment purposes, common investment manager
selection, investment/funding related to DB plan obligations).

PAPER:
PENSION RISK, GOVERNANCE AND CFO LIABILITY
Susan Mangiero
is a managing director in the FTI Consulting Forensic and Litigation Consulting
practice and is based in New York.
Properly identifying, measuring and mitigating pension risks continues to be a
critical element of fiduciary governance. The complexity and ongoing nature of the
risk management process is sometimes overlooked as less important than
realising a particular rate of return.

• At a time of great uncertainty, chief financial officers (CFOs) are increasingly
being asked to shoulder the burden of making pension-related funding decisions
that have the potential to materially and adversely affect plan participants,
shareholders and creditors. As a result, the CFO is exposed to fiduciary liability,
career risk and the economic consequences of an outcome with enterprise impact.

RISK MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES APPLY TO DEFINED
CONTRIBUTION PLANS TOO
•Good risk management principles apply to both defined benefit and defined
contribution plans. There is no hiding place for sponsors these days. Creating
and following a sound risk mitigation process can mean the difference between
explaining bad decisions in court or keeping benefit programmes in place to
attract and retain productive employees, who in turn are expected to add to the
bottom line.

• The notion that risk management is complicated and expensive is a myth. It
completely ignores the personal and professional liability to which many fiduciaries
are exposed when a plan(s) is left untended with respect to assessing, measuring and
controlling economic, operational and legal risks.

HAVING A GOOD PROCESS IS CRITICAL
• Unlike a defined contribution plan, wherein participants bear some of the risks, a
company sponsor is fully responsible for identifying, measuring, managing and
monitoring the plethora of economic, operational, legal and fiduciary risks associated
with a defined benefit plan. The challenge for DB plan decision-makers is to properly
access what risks are worth managing in-house versus those that are better left in the
hands of professionals

• While each plan sponsor is urged to meet with its counsel for a proper interpretation, the
concept of procedural prudence is linked to the need for those in charge to demonstrate
that informed and objective decisions are made on the basis of gathering requisite data and
conducting a thorough analysis of all salient risks and expected advantages.
• Even if a particular set of fiduciary duties does not formally apply, a DB plan investment
committee and related parties should establish a structurally sound governance framework
that encourages rational and thoughtful decision making.

GETTING STARTED
• Just as important as good process is having an endgame in mind before information
gathering and analysis begins. Consider a driver without a known destination: travelling
around in circles may offer an enjoyable way to pass time but expends precious
resources and does not accomplish much.

• Zig Ziglar, a popular motivational speaker, observed that ‘If you aim at nothing,
you will hit it every time’.
• There is no‘one-size-fits-all’ solution.

SO MANY RISKS….SO LITTLE TIME
• If history is a teacher, recent years have shed light on several harsh realities. First, the
uncertainty of market prices can end up taking a back seat to damage caused by other
risks that, in some cases, are hard to measure.
• Operational problems associated with collateral monitoring or service provider internal
controls have cost investors plenty when left undetected. Adverse events are seldom selfcontained and can spill over into other areas, exacerbating already difficult circumstances.

• Key-person risk is always critical to vet and perhaps more so if a service
provider is not known to have a risk culture that rewards care and diligence. Plan
sponsors should dig deep when talking to third parties. Action steps can include a
meeting with a vendor’s chief risk officer and dissecting report(s).
• A de-risking industry provider can differentiate itself on the basis of attributes
such as a strong balance sheet, experience in modelling complex financial
arrangements and a successful track record in managing its own risks.

CONCLUSION
• The good news is that there are numerous ways to manage Plan risks.
• The bad news is that semi-permanent or permanent decisions require a careful
comparison of a multiplicity of risks. This takes time at the outset and regularly
thereafter.
• Moving forward begins with the creation of reasonable and measurable goals that
embed constraints and plan-specific facts and circumstances. One thing is certain:
change is on its way. The days of tucking the traditional pension plan aside and
hoping for a surplus to boost corporate earnings are long gone for most firms. Preemptive pension risk management is being discussed in corporate corridors around
the world.

THANK YOU
Questions are welcome

